Characterization of a temperature-sensitive mutant of Saccharomyces cerevisiae that undergoes uncontrolled protein synthesis.
A mutant of Saccharomyces cerevisiae, DW137, isolated after treatment of a wild-type strain with ICR-170. The mutant was respiration-deficient and showed abnormal cell division when grown at 30 degrees C. In addition, the mutant was temperature-sensitive and underwent lysis when grown at 37 degrees C. Random spore analysis, induced reversion profiles, and complementation analysis indicated that the abnormal phenotypes were under the control of a single recessive mutation caused by a base-pair substitution in a nuclear gene. Macromolecular analysis of the mutant at permissive and restrictive temperatures showed that at restrictive temperatures the mutant cannot synthesize DNA. Surprisingly, at restrictive temperatures, protein synthesis in the mutant continued at a rate greater than that observed at permissive temperatures. Cell death and lysis of the mutant could be prevented by treatment of cultures with cycloheximide, an inhibitor of protein synthesis. The data suggest that the abnormally high rate of protein synthesis and the inability to synthesize DNA are jointly responsible for death of the cells, and most probably play and integrating role in the incipient cell lysis.